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Horacio Llorens from Spain wins the Acro World Tour 2018!
Sonchaux, Switzerland, 27 August 2018 – Despite fierce competition from his fellow
paragliding aerobatics competitors, Spain’s Horacio Llorens, 35, impressed the judges
with spectacular stunts this weekend and gained the top spot on the podium of the Acro
World Tour Finals. The event took place on the shores of Lake Geneva, Switzerland, as
part of the Sonchaux Acroshow. Adding this result to the others throughout the series
Llorens also tops the overall rankings of the Acro World Tour 2018.
The audience of the Finals, numbering 29,000, went wild as the elite pilots spun, stalled, and
swung in their harnesses to perform the incredible feats such as deep spirals, infinity tumbling,
helicopters, slides, flips and wingovers during the finals of this year’s competition.
The final battle between Horacio Llorens and Rafael Goberna proved to be extremely tight.
Despite a less precise landing, Llorens’ better technique and flight choreography allowed him
to get the better of Goberna and win the competition. Thanks to his previous results throughout
the series Llorens managed to top the overall rankings of the Acro World Tour 2018, ahead of
Théo De Blic from France and Rafael Goberna from Brazil.
It is the sixth time that Llorens leads the world’s rankings in paragliding aerobatics. He said
after his victorious final flight: “I am incredibly happy with the result of the competition. The level
is incredibly high but I have been training super hard. I didn’t expect to be the winner, to be
honest, but I have been building each victory slowly and I have been lucky as well, probably.
At the end I am the winner of this competition and the winner of the 2018 world rankings. I
would like to say thanks to my friends and my family for supporting me so well and to my
sponsor Red Bull that helped me to be here. Thank you so much!”
Nine nations from Europe and South America were represented by the fourteen pilots who
qualified for the finals, with two ‘wild cards’ bringing the total to sixteen. The qualifying rounds
took place in Norway: Vertigo Voss, and Italy: King of Brenta and AcroMax. Each competition
was tough, with pilots attempting challenging tricks to win.
Final Ranking Sonchaux Acro Show 2018:
1. Horacio Llorens (ESP)
2. Rafael Goberna (BRA)
3. Victor Carrera (CHI)
Final Overall Ranking Acro World Tour 2018:
1. Horacio Llorens (ESP)
2. Théo De Blic (FRA)
3. Rafael Goberna (BRA)
The best woman is Claire Mercuriot from France who took the 18th place at the overall rankings.

Notes to editors
Full results – Sonchaux Acro Show and Acro World Tour 2018 overall rankings:
http://bit.ly/AWT2018-all
Website: www.fai.org/acroworldtour
Sonchaux Acro Show: Sonchaux, Switzerland; 24-26 August 2018: www.acroshow.ch
Photos: https://acroshow.ch/presse/
About the Acro World Tour
The Acro World Tour (AWT) consists in 3 qualification events between June and August (1x
Norway + 2x Italy) and a final event in Switzerland on 24-26 August, as part of the Sonchaux
Acroshow, the World's most attended aerobatic free flight event, with around 25'000 spectators
over the weekend.
The top 30 finishers in each competition earn points. The points earned during 3 out of 4 AWT
events (worst result crossed out) count for the AWT Overall ranking.
The top 14 pilots of the AWT Qualification stages and two wild cards are invited to the Acro
World Tour Finals, which is a competition entirely run in battle format where pilots compete
against each other performing simultaneous manoeuvres in front of the audience.
The pilot winning the overall ranking of the season is the Acro World Tour Champion 2018.
About FAI
FAI, the World Air Sports Federation, is the world governing body for air sports and for certifying
world aviation and space records. The FAI was founded in 1905 and is a non-governmental
and non-profit-making organisation recognised by the International Olympic Committee (IOC).
FAI activities include Aerobatics, Aeromodelling, Airships, Amateur-Built and Experimental
Aircraft, Balloons, Drones, Gliding, Hang Gliding, Helicopters, Manpowered Flying, Microlights,
Parachuting, Paragliding, Paramotors, Power Flying and all other Aeronautic activities and
Space records.
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